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1. INTRODUCTION
Allen [l] has made a bold attempt to establish a formal basis for a wide
variety of reasonings involving time,
change, and action. His paper contains
many insights that are important both from the point of view of his immediate
purpose, which is to provide a means for handling temporal reasoning
computationally, and from a wider philosophical perspective.
Allen is aware,
for example,
that it is not always a straightforward
matter to distinguish between properties and occurrences, the same objective
situation sometimes being describable in either way (Allen's example:
'The
light was on all night' , a property, contrasting with 'The light remained on
all night',
an occurrence, there being no difference in the objective
situations described by these two sentences); that one and the same action may
on different occasions be effected by quite different patterns of behaviour
(so that,
in Allen's example , one might turn on a light on one occasion by
flipping a switch, on another by tightening a bulb, and on yet another by
hitting the wall); that many processes, especially human activities, cannot be
defined by giving necessary and sufficient conditions;
that performance-types
may generate subtypes by being compounded with activities (so that,
for
example,
the composite of the performance 'walking to the store' with the
activity 'juggling three balls' is again a performance, namely 'walking to the
store while juggling three balls'); and that it is often possible to decompose
an event into a 'neutral' event,
such as a change of position, and a process
(so that,
for example,
'falling to the ground' is decomposable into the
neutral event 'moving to the ground' and the process 'falling')
Allen's understanding of all these matters seems to be close to my own in
section 8.2, for a detailed
many respects;
see,
for example, Galton [2],
discussion of last point above, and Galton [3], p.149, for a formal account of
the substance of the point preceding that one.
There are, however, a number
of matters on which I disagree with Allen, and it is to a discussion of these
that the present paper is directed.
The last part of Allen's paper, on Intentional Action, seems to me to be
by far the weakest.
Allen adopts the view that whenever an agent does
something intentionally, this is the result of having formed a plan so to act;
this seems to me to be barely credible, for it implies that anything one does
on the spur of the moment must necessarily be unintentional. But there surely
do occur spontaneous acts of will, which are quite distinct both from the
processes of deliberation involved in the formation and execution of a plan,
and from totally unintentional 'actions'.
Thus to do something intentionally
as the result of having planned to do it is quite different from doing it
intentionally on the spur of the moment, which is different again from doing
it inadvertently .
This is not just a piece of philosophical pedantry:
after
all, the law recognizes the importance of the distinction between premeditated
and unpremeditated crimes, and between murder and manslaughter, and commonsense finds no difficulty with these distinctions either.
It therefore seems
to me essential that a general theory of action, such as Allen's claims to be,
must be able to take such distinctions into account;
and it is surely a
failing of Allen's theory that it rides rough-shod over this philosophically
very delicate terrain.
Another infelicity, from earlier on in the paper, is Allen's use of the
composite of two actions, events, or processes.
He makes it clear in his
original definition (p.135) that the composite of two events is that event
wh i ch consists of the two constituent events' occurring simultaneously, as for
example if two bodies fall to the ground alongside one another.
Allen later
(p.136) extends the range of application of this idea to include composites of
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an event and a process, of which a good example is the one he later gives of
walking to the store while juggling three balls.
But the example he first
gives of this kind of composite is different: he defines what it is for an
object to fall from one position to another by saying that it is the composite
of the event of its moving from the source position to the final position and
the process of its simply falling.
Here Allen fails to distinguish f-ing
while ~-ing from !-ing .£y_ ~-ing, yet there is a clear difference between these
two things.
For example,
suppose one travels from A to B by train, all the
while walking up and down the corridor of the carriage;
then one moves from A
to B while walking, but one does not move from A to B .£y_ walking.
Allen does later on (pp.14O-1) introduce another form of composition,
called generation, which is closer to what is required here, though still not
the same. Allen's example of generation is: John wakes Sue EX playing a chord
on the piano .
The difference between this sense of 'by' and the earlier one
is that whereas in this case John's chord-playing causes Sue's waking, in the
other case the object's falling is constitutive of its moving from one
position to another.
Allen certainly shows himself aware of some of the
subtleties involved in this area, but his formal machinery is not rich enough
to capture them all.
In fact,
it seems to be remarkably difficult to reduce
the 'constitutive' sense of .£y_ to any logically more primitive concepts.
For
further discussion of this problem, see Galton [2] section 8.3.
These matters are very important for any theory of action and events, but
to discuss them in greater detail would take me too far from the main point I
wish to raise.
This is a worry I have arising from quite early on in the
paper, where Allen ·commits himself to a temporal ontology consisting of
intervals without instants.

2 . THE CONSEQUENCES OF BANISHING INSTANTS
2.1 WHY BANISH INSTANTS?
Allen's main reason for excluding instants from his temporal ontology can be
summed up,
if I understand it aright, as follows.
Suppose we have two
contiguous intervals! and!,
such that some proposition Eis true throughout
! and false throughout!·
Then if we allow the existence of an instant 1 at
the point where! and! meet, then one of the following cases must occur:
(a)
(b)
(c)

(d)

I is part
I is part
I is part
I is part

of
of
of
of

both X and Y.
X but not of Y.
Y but not of x.
neither X nor Y.

In case ( a), E would have to be both true and false at 1, which is absurd; in
case (d), E would be neither true nor false at 1, which is, according to
Allen, equally unacceptable; while as for the remaining cases, since there is
nothing to choose between them, any decision either way must be artificial.
So, Allen concludes, we ought to banish instants altogether.
Now I have reservations both about the argument itself and about the
c onclusion taken separately.
To begin with the latter, my main complaint is
that it is not possible, in Allen's system, to encompass the idea of
continuous change;
to do this, it is necessary after all to reinstate
instants . Let us see why this is so.
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2.2 THE LOGIC OF INTERVALS
Allen sets up his logic of intervals as a framework on which to hang
assertions about the instantiation in time of properties and occurrences. For
the moment we need only consider properties.
In Allen's notation, the formula
HOLDS(£,!) says that the property£ holds during the interval T.
More
precisely, what it says is that it holds throughout that interval, and to
secure this interpretation Allen introduces an axiom
(Hl)
In Allen's notation, IN(! ,!) means that the interval Xis a proper subinterval
of Y.
Allen immediately follows this axiom with a more complicated one, namely
(H2)
And he goes on to define, amongst other things,
characterized by the axiom

the negation of a

property,

(H4)
I shall refer to the operator 'not' in (H4) as property-negation, to be kept
distinct from ordinary sentence - negation,
symbolized by ,-,. Allen notes that
and
that
HOLDS(not(£),!)
implies
~HOLDS(£,!),
but not
conversely,
HOLDS(not(not(£) ,!) is equivalent to HOLDS(£,!).

2 . 3 SOME PROBLEMS WITH PROPERTY-NEGATION
I wish to consider two questions concerning Allen's logic of intervali. First,
how far does proper t y - negation, as defined in (H4),
tally with what we
ordinarily understand by the negation of a property?
And second, just what
sorts of property are admissible as substituends for E in (H2)?
To see why these are pertinent issues to consider,
results if we assume either that

let

us

(i) the property 'X is not at P' can be represented as not(£),
represents 'Xis at P' and 'not' represents property-negation,

see

what

where

E

or that
( i i) the property '! is not at

f'

is a legitimate substituend for E in (H2 ).

Here I use 'X' as the name of a physical body,
'P' as the name of a possible
position of that body (i.e. a region of space commensurate with!), and '! is
at f' to represent the proposition that the body! occupies the position P.
Suppose! is in continuous motion throughout an interval!, and let P be
any possible position for!·
Since! is moving continuously throughout !,
there is no subinterval of! throughout which! is at f;
for if there were,!
would be at rest throughout that subinterval, and hence not continuously
moving throughout T.
If 'Xis at P' is represented by£, we can write what
has just been said as

wh i ch is equivalent to
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and hence, by (H4), to
HOLDS( not (,2) ,.!_).
If we assume (i), this means that 'Xis not at P' is true throughout.!_. But P
was any possible position for X,
so it would appear to follow that Xis never
at any position at all at any time during T. Since this conclusion is clearly
unacceptable, we must reject assumption (i).
Suppose now that, as before, Xis in continuous motion throughout T, only
now we add the further stipulation-that the path traced by X during T does not
cross itself, so that X does not occupy any position more-than once in the
course of its motion.
Let us consider what is involved in denying that 'Xis
not at f' is true throughout any subinterval~ of a given subinterval! of 1·
This could only be either because Xis at P throughout t, or because X returns
to p infinitely often during t. -But the-former possibility is incompatible
with-!'s being in motion throughout.!_, and the latter is incompatible with 1's
path being non-self-intersecting. So on our supposition regarding !'s motion,
'X is not at P' must be true throughout some subinterval of any given
s~binterval of!, i.e.
if we represent '! is not at f' by£, we have

By assumption (ii), and (H2),
this implies that HOLDS(2,.!_),
i.e. that 'Xis
not at P'
is true throughout T, which is just the conclusion we reached
before . So assumption (ii) must-also be rejected.

2. 4 ANOTHER FORMULATION OF tHE PROBLEM
It will not,
I hope, appear to weaken my conviction of the force of these
arguments if I present them again in a different form.
First, note that for
any property E, we have
HOLDS(not(2),~) & HOLDS(not(2),.!_) & MEETS(~,!)=>
HOLDS(not(2),JOIN(~,.!_))

(l)

Here
'MEETS(~,!)' is Allen's notation for 'S meets T', i.e. T follows S
without any intervening gap; and in this c~se JOIN(S,T) is the interval
obtained by joining~ to! , i.e.
the interval which b~gins when~ begins and
ends when Tends.
Note that Allen himself does not make use of the notation
JOIN(S,T), but MEETS is one of the thirteen possible ways in which two
inter;als can be temporally related, which Allen systematically enumerates and
names.
To prove (1), assume that

From (H4), the second conjunct of this is equivalent to

which straightforwardly entails

Now

if t i s contained in JOIN(~,!),

then either t i s in~.
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tis

in

!,

or

!=JOIN(!.!_,!1_), where!.!_ is in~ and t2 is in T. But if t=JOIN(tl,t2), then tl
and t2 are both IN t, so by (HI), HOLDS(E,JOIN(tl,!1_))-implies both
HOLDS(E,!.!_) and HOLDS(E,t2), so in any case we have

This can be rewritten as

which by (H4) is equivalent to

We thus have the implication
MEETS(~,!) & -HOLDS(not(£),JOIN(~,!)) =>
-HOLDS(not(£),1)

V

-HOLDS(not(£),I)

which is obviously equivalent to (1).
Second, note that if E satisfies (H2), then it also satisfies
(2)

To show this, suppose E satisfies (H2), and suppose HOLDS(E,~) and HOLDS(£,!),
where S meets T.
Let! be any subinterval of JOIN(~,!); then t must share a
common subinterval with at least one of Sand!, which means that t has a
subinterval throughout which E holds, so we have

Since E satisfies (H2), this implies HOLDS(E,JOIN(~,!), and (2) is proved.
Now suppose X moves from Q to f during an interval ~'
stopping at P moves on from f tog during an interval T.
Since
stop at f, S must meet T. Assuming, as is quite possible, that !
through P once during JOIN(~,!) we have that 'Xis not at
throughout~ and also throughout!·

and without
X does not
only passes
P' is true

On assumption (i), '! is not at f' can be represented in the form not(£),
where £ represents '! is at P' (in fact, a weaker assumption would suffice
here, namely that 'Xis not ~t f' can be represented in the form not(E) for
some E or other, not necessarily for E='! is at f' ). So our postulated motion
implies the truth of the conjunction
HOLDS( not (E) ,~)

&

HOLDS( not (E) ,!)

&

MEETS(~,!).

By (1), this implies that
HOLDS(not(E),JOIN(~,!)),
i.e. that 'X is not at P ' ' is true throughout JOIN(S,T); in other words,
contrary to our suppositi~n, ! is never at fat all du~ing JOIN(~,!). Hence
assumption (i) must be false.
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On assumption (ii),
'Xis not at P' can be represented as a legitimate
substituend for E in (H2). B;t in that c~se it must satisfy (2); and since the
antecedent of (2) is satisfied, as shown above, the consequent must be also.
Once again, then, Xis never at P during JOIN(S,T), and the absurdity of this
conclusion forces us to reject assumption (ii).- 2.5 THE NEED FOR INSTANTANEOUS PROPERTY-ASCRIPTIONS
It is clear from the preceding sections that we cannot allow 'Xis not at P'
to be represented in the form not(£); nor, however else we may represent it,
can we allow it as a substituend for E in (H2).
On either of these
assumptions, continuous motion could not occur, at least not if we allow, as
we surely must, that a moving body is at each position it passes through at
the time that it passes through it.
So when a body X passes through P without
stopping there, it is nonetheless true that while 'not(! is at P)' must be
true throughout some interval in which this happens, it is not the case that
'X i s not at f' will be true throughout any such interval.
What is true, of course, is that there is an interval throughout which!
is never at rest at P. In fact, it is an entirely consistent interpretation of
'not(X is ~ P ) ' to read it as '! is not at rest at P'.
This reading,
however, would presumably be just as appropriate as an interpretation of
'not(X is at rest at P)'.
We now have a curious state of affairs on our
hands:
two apparently distinct properties, namely '! is at rest at P' and 'X
is at f', turn out to have the same property-negation.
Does this mean that these properties are not really distinct after
To see that this conclusion does indeed follow,
in Allen's system, we
only note that if not(£) and not(~) are the same property, and£ and~
satisfy (H2), then
HOLDS~£,!)

all?
need
both

<=> HOLDS(pot(not(£)),!)
<=> HOLDS(not(not(_g_)),!)
<=> HOLDS(~,!)

so E and~ must hold throughout exactly the same intervals,
equivalent from the point of view of Allen's logic.

and

hence

are

Now it is indeed true that in the context '...
throughout T', the two
properties 'X is at P' and 'Xis at rest at P' (which I take it both do
satisfy (H2)) are equi;alent, for there is nothing more to X's being at rest
at P throughout T than its merely being at f throughout
In a wider
context, on the other hand , these properties are not equivalent, since it is
perfectly possible for a body to be in a position without being at rest there.

T.

Allen's system cannot encompass the idea of a property's being true
instantaneously, i.e. being true at an instant without being true throughout
any interval either containing or bounded by that instant.
Yet just this is
required if we are to be able to talk about continuous motion, for such motion
does involve an object's occupying positions instantaneously in this sense.
Some properties , such as 'Xis at P',
then, can be true at isolated instants
(others,
such as 'Xis at ;est' , 'Xis in motion',
'Xis not at P' cannot).
This being so , we ~annot follow Allen in seeking to reduce all asc;iptions of
properties to t imes to the form 'E holds throughout!'· That way, no property
ever gets to be assigned to an instant at all, and we can never talk about
continuous change.
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The answers to the two questions posed at the beginning of section 2.3
should now be clear.
Property-negation does not correspond to ordinary
negation when it is applied to those properties which can hold at isolated
instants.
And a property whose negation (in the ordinary sense) can be true
at isolated instants cannot itself be a legitimate substituend for E in (H2).

3.

REINSTATING INSTANTS

3.1 TWO THEORIES OF INSTANTS AND INTERVALS
One of the reservations I have about the argument Allen uses to justify
banishing instants is that it appears to accept quite uncritically that the
only way a theory of time can embrace both instants and intervals is by
assuming that intervals are made up out of instants, that instants are as it
were the atoms out of which intervals are made.
Sometimes this idea takes the
form of assuming that intervals are sets of instants,
though really this is a
different notion,
since the relationship that a set bears to its members is
not that of a whole to its parts.
But on either way of treating instants, we
run into the sorts of difficulty that Allen was hoping to dispel by the
abol i tion of instants.
This difficulty may be summarized by means of the following example:
if
interval ~ meets interval.'.!:., then if there is such a thing as the instant at
whi c h they meet then on the way of looking at instants we have described, one
must always be prepared to ask , and answer, the question whether that instant
belongs to or is part of both Sand T, just S, just T, or neither (these are
the f our cases (a)-(d) mentio~ed ab~ve).
~d it is precisely because this
quest i on seems to have .no relevance tb real questions about time that there
seems to be something attractive about the idea of abolishing instants
altogether.
Suppose now that we simply reject as meaningless the question whether or
not a given instant is part o f , or a member of a given interval, while at the
same time being determined to reta i n the idea of there being an instant at the
point where two intervals meet.
What relationships between instants and
intervals are we left with?
There seem to be two important ones:
first, the
instant where S meets.'.!:. clearly falls within the join of these intervals,
where by join JOIN(~,!) I mean, as in section 2.4, the interval which begins
when S begins and ends when Tends .
And second,
this instant limits both S
and ! , - the former at its end , the latter at its beginning.
I shall write WITHIN(I,T) to mean that the instant I falls within the
interval ! , and LIMIT(I,T) to mean that I limits T. A coherent theory of
instants and interva l s c;n-now be built up-using th;se two notions, together
with the various relations between intervals catalogued by Allen (as mentioned
above, there are thirteen of them:
apart from EQUAL, they are BEFORE, MEETS,
OVERLAPS, DURING, STARTS, and FINISHES and their converses - IN is defined as
the disjunction of DURING , STARTS and FINISHES).
Amongst the required rules
are
(Vt)(fi)[WITHIN(i,t)]
WITHIN(I,S) &- IN(S,T) => WITHIN(I,T)
WITHIN(I,S) & WITHIN(I , T)-=> (ft)[IN(t,S)
IN(t,T)]
WITHIN(l,i) & LIMITS(l,!) => (f!)[IN(!,i) & IN(!,!)]

&

(12)
(11)
( I3)
(14)

Note the convention I adopt for notating instants and intervals:
instants are
I, ... , and intervals are~.!, ••• , with corresponding lower-case letters
for bound variables of each type.

l,
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The theory of instants and intervals implied by rules such as these need
not be of the set-theoretic or part-whole kind, but rather something weaker,
in which the problems which trouble Allen do not arise.
Essentially, it is
the theory expounded at some length, and with considerable confusion, by
Aristotle in the Physics.
It is all we need for our purpose of revising
Allen's theory to embrace an account of continuous change.

3.2 FIRST ATTEMPT AT REVISING ALLEN'S THEORY
We may see what Allen has tried to do as an attempt to reduce all ascriptions
of states of affairs to times to a basic schema of the form 'such-and-such a
property holds throughout such-and-such an interval'.
And we have seen that
this attempt encounters difficulties when we try to analyse continuous change,
for the essence of such change is that the changing object passes through a
continuous range of states, each of which obtains for an isolated instant.
In order to circumvent this difficulty, we should have to find a way of
analysing propositions of the form 'such-and-such a property holds at suchand-such an instant' solely in terms of propositions of the form 'such-andsuch a property holds throughout such-and-such an interval'.
In this section
I shall examine whether or not this can be done.
To fix our ideas, let us assume that the instant! is given as the
meeting point of two contiguous intervals 1 and!= let us denote this state of
affairs by !=1~· Let us further assume that some property£ holds a t ! but
not at any other time in the interval JOIN(S,T). On this assumption, while it
is true that£ holds a t ! it is not true that£ holds throughout!, for any
interval t that overlaps JOIN(S,T) It would not,
therefore, seem possible to
analyse
hoi'ds at I' in term; ~f '£ holds throughout t'.

'E

Now consider the negation of£, by which I mean not the property not(£)
defined by Allen's axiom (H4), but rather that property which holds at all and
only those times at which E does not hold.
Let us for the time being denote
this property 'neg(z)'. Now neg(z) holds throughout 1 and throughout! (since
£ itself does not hold at all during these intervals), but it does not hold
throughout JOIN(1,!) (since£ holds at!); and this combination of holding and
not holding on the part of neg(z) uniquely characterizes the situation we have
assumed with regard to£·
That is, we can analyse 1 £ holds at the isolated
instant (1,!)' as
'neg(z) holds throughout S and throughout T but not
throughout JOIN(~,!).
So far,
so good : but there are problems.
First, this analysis only
applies to the case where a property holds at an isolated instant; it does not
apply when a property holds at an instant which falls within, or limits, an
interval throughout which it holds.
Second, the analysis assumes that we can
explain the relationship between£ and neg(z) without presupposing a prior
understanding of the locution 'z holds at instant!'·
The first difficulty is perhaps not too serious, at least so long as
are prepared to accept a disjunctive definition such as:

we

£
holds
at I iff EITHER neg(£) holds throughout
S
and
throughout T but not throughout JOIN(S,T) where I=S'R"'f, OR E
holds throughout!, where! either falls ;ithin or limit;

f.

Note that this definition must only apply to those properties we wish to
regard as holding at the limits of intervals throughout which they hold.
Not
all properties are of this kind: for example 'Xis in motion' and 'Xis not at
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P' are not.
£ holds
falls.

For such properties as are not, we must define '£ holds a t ! ' by:
a t ! iff E holds throughout some interval within which

I

The second difficulty is much more serious. As I have remarked, it is no
good defining neg(£) as Allen defines not(£), that is by:
neg(£) holds throughout Tiff it is not the case
throughout any subinterval of T.

that

E

holds

for on this definition, if S meets T, it cannot happen that neg(E) holds
throughout Sand throughout T but not throughout JOIN(S,T).
What we want, of
course, is-a definition which, once 'E holds a t ! ' is-d;fined, will yield the
equivalence:
neg(£) holds at I iff
But
we cannot
circularity.

use

this

£

does not hold at I.

equivalence

itself

as

the

definition

without

3.3 STATES OF MOTION AND STATES OF POSITION
In view of this difficulty,
I should prefer to abandon the proposed analysis
and start afresh. Our starting point will be to distinguish sharply between
two kinds of properties, which I shall call States of Position and States of
Motion.
States of Position are characterized by the fact that they can hold at
isolated instants and that if such a state holds throughout an interval,
then
it must hold at the limits of that interval. Examples of states of position
are:
a body ' s being in a particular position, or moving at a particular speed
or in a particular direction, and quite generally any state which consists of
some continuously variable quantity's assuming a particular value.
States of Motion, on the other hand,
cannot hold at isolated instants;
in fact,
if such a state holds at an instant it must hold throughout some
i nterval within which that instant falls.
Examples of states of motion are: a
body's being at rest or in motion, or quite generally any state of affairs
whi c h consists of some continuously variable quantity's either remaining fixed
or u ndergoing a change of value.
(Note, incidentally,
that while a body's being at rest is regarded as a
state of motion, its having zero velocity is a state of position.
I here take
the Aristotelian view that rest is to be defined as a body's remaining in the
same place over a period of time,
so that a state of rest can only be said to
obtain at an instant in the derivative sense of its obtaining throughout an
interval within wh i ch that instant falls; whereas having zero velocity - a
concep t
unknown to Aristotle except in so far as it coincides with being at
rest - is defined at an instant, in the manner of the differential calculus,
in terms of the limit of overall velocities in a diminishing sequence of
intervals converging on that instant.
That a body can have zero velocitiy
without being at rest is clear from the often-discussed examples of a ball
thrown vertically upwards, which acquires zero velocity for an instant at the
topmost point of its trajectory, and the bob of a pendulum, which acquires
zero velocity for an instant at the end-ponts of each swing.)
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The terminology "states of position" and "states of motion" is suggested
by the paradigmatic cases, but does not imply that everything which satisfies
the criteria for one or other of these kinds of state will be such as would
naturally be described in these terms.
In particular, it will turn out that
any given state of position's not holding constitutes a state of motion, and
vice versa.

4.
A REVISED THEORY
Because of the way states of position and states of motion have been defined,
it will be necessary to accord them separate treatment in some of the logical
development that follows.
To begin with, though, there is a fair amount that
can be said with sufficient generality to cover both kinds of state.

4.1

RESULTS FOR GENERAL PROPERTIES
Whereas Allen recognizes only one way of ascribing properties to times, namely
to assert that a property holds throughout an interval, we shall find it
necessary to introduce three different ways.
We want to be able to say not
only that a property holds throughout an interval, but also that it holds
during an interval (i.e. at some time during an interval, not necessarily
through all of it), and that it holds at an instant.
I shall denote these
three types of statement HOLDS-ON(E,!T:'° HOLDS-IN(E,!), and HOLDS-AT(E,l)
respectively . For the initial, general treatment, I shall take the last of
these locutions as pr1m1t1ve, defining the others in terms of it; later I
shall show how we can reverse the order of definition if we are determined not
to accord instants conceptual priority over intervals.
We begin with the following definitions:
(Dl)
(D2)

HOLDS-IN(E,!) <=> (fi)[WITHIN(i,T) & HOLDS-AT(E,i)J
HOLDS-oN<E,!) <=> cvI)[wITHIN<I,!) => HOLDS-AT(E,i)J
On the basis of these definitions, making use of our postulates
instants to intervals, we can easily prove the following theorems:

relating
(Tl)

HOLDS-IN(E,~) & IN(~,!)=> HOLDS-IN(E,!)
HOLDS-ON(E,!) & IN(~,!)=> HOLDS-ON(E,~)
HOLDS-ON(E,!) => HOLDS-IN(£,!)
HOLDS-ON(E,!) => (Y!)[IN(!,!) => HOLDS-IN(£,!)]
(f!)[IN(!,!) & HOLDS-ON(E,!)] => HOLDS-IN(£,!)
HOLDS-AT(E,f) => (Y!)[WITHIN(f,!) => HOLDS-IN(£,!)]
(f!)[WITHIN(f,!) & HOLDS-ON(£,!)]=> HOLDS-AT(E,f)

(T2)
(T3)

(T4)
(TS)
(T6)
(T7)

The proofs of these and all subsequent theorems are collected together in
appendix to this paper.

the

We ·now introduce negation: I shall stop using 'neg', replacing it with
the more natural 'not'; but my definition of 'not(E)' will differ from
Allen's. In fact, we define :
(D3)

Armed wi th this definition, the following further theorems are elementary:
HOLDS-IN(not(E),!) <=> -HOLDS-ON(E,!)
HOLDS-ON(not(E),!) <=> ~HOLDS-IN(£,!)
HOLDS-AT(not(not(£)),f) <=> HOLDS-AT(£,!)

(T8)
(T9)

(TlO)

All the theorems so far hold for any properties, i.e. both states of
position and states of motion. In order to find results which distinguish the
two kinds of state, we must introduce formal criteria by which they can be
recognized. Suitable criteria are:
A property Eis a state of position iff it satisfies the condition
(SP)
A property Eis a state of motion iff it satisfies the condition
(SM)
Note that (SP) is the converse of (T6), while (SM) is the converse of (T7).

4.2 THEOREMS FOR STATES OF POSITION
For states of position, we can derive the further theorems:
(TllP)
which is the converse of (T4);
(Tl2P)
which is the formal expression of our earlier informal criterion for states of
position; and
(Tl3P)
which shows that the negation of a state of position is a state of motion.
By conjoining (T6) and (SP) we obtain
(Tl4P)
and by conjoining (T4) and (TllP) we obtain
(Tl5P)
These results mean that for states of position we could take HOLDS-IN to be
our primitive predicate instead of HOLDS-AT, defining the other predicates in
terms of it. In this way, we could restore priority to intervals over
instants.
Note that taking HOLDS-IN as basic accords well with the way we
locate states of affairs in time in everyday speech. We often say things like
'John was ill last week', meaning by this not that John was ill all last week
but that he was ill at some time during the week.
4.3 THEOREMS FOR STATES OF MOTION
For states of motion, we have analogous theorems as follows:
(TllM)
the converse of (T5);
(Tl2M)
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which corresponds to our earlier informal criterion; and
(Tl3M)
which shows that the negation of a state of motion is a state of position.
Further, by conjoining (T7) and (SM), we obtain
(Tl4M)
and by conjoining (T5) and (TllM) we obtain
(Tl5M)
This means that for states of motion we can take HOLDS-ON to be primitive.
For states of motion we also have the following chain of equivalences
HOLDS-ON(not(£),!) <=> -HOLDS-IN(£,!)
<=> -(tt)[IN(t,T) & HOLDS-ON(£,!)]
<=> (Y!)[IN(!~!) => -HOLDS-ON(£,!)]
the end-points of which give us Allen's (H4) characterizing not(£).
It thus appears that Allen's system is perfectly in order so long as we
But as we have seen,
confine the interpretation of 1 £ 1 to states of motion.
we cannot be so restrictive if we want to encompass a description of the
phenomena associated with continuous change.
4.4 THE PROBLEM OF 'INTERMINGLING'
I wish now to return to Allen's axiom (H2).
It will be convenient to divide
this equivalence into two separate implications as follows:
(V!)[IN(!,I)=>(f~)[IN(~,!) & HOLDS-ON(£,~)]] => HOLDS-ON(£,!)
HOLDS-ON(£,!)=> (V!)[IN(!,I)=>(f~)[IN(~,!) & HOLDS-ON(£,~)]]

(H2.l)
(H2.2)

Now it is not hard to see that in our system (H2.l) is satisfied by states of
position, while (H2.2) is satisfied by states of motion.
For the first
result, we need only use (T5) to eliminate HOLDS-IN from (TllP), while for the
second, we use (TllM) to eliminate HOLDS-IN from (T4).
What is the purpose of introducing (H2)?
All Allen says is that we will
turn out to need it; it is not clear precisely what its function is.
For
enlightenment on this, let us turn to the work of C.L. Hamblin (4,5], who
introduced a logic of intervals which, once differences in notation have been
taken into account, can be shown to be identical to Allen's system. Hamblin's
axiom 9 corresponds to Allen's (Hl), while Hamblin's axiom 10 corresponds to
the half of Allen's (H2) which we have labelled (H2.l); there is no need for
anything corresponding to (H2.2), since this follows from (Hl).
Now Hamblin is quite explicit about the purpose of introducing his axiom
10.
It is, in his words, to exclude 'the possibility of indefinitely
intermingled periods of redness and non-redness, or of high pitch and low
pitch, or of whatever else it is that we take the elementary predicates to
represent.' (Hamblin, [5], p.132). It may or may not be the case that Allen
had something like this in mind when he introduced his axiom (H2); but however
that may be, it is an interesting exercise to see how our present system fares
with regard to intermingling.
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We can, in fact, go beyond what Hamblin had to say about this by
distinguishing two kinds of intermingling:
there is intermingling throughout
an interval, such as would occur if£ held at instants corresponding to
rational numbers but not at instants corresponding to irrational numbers; and
there is intermingling in the neighbourhood of an instant, as for example if£
held throughout each interval of the form
n

n

(x+(l/3) ,x+2.(l/3) )
and at no other times.
(I am here identifying instants with real numbers only
for
the
sake of giving clear illustrations of the phenomena
under
consideration; but the possibility of such phenomena depends only on the
infinite divisibility of time and not on any specific correlation of instants
with numbers.)
Now intermingling throughout an interval is ruled out by our axioms. For
it to occur throughoµt !, say, it would have to be the case that both E and
not(E) hold during every subinterval of!, for some property£· One of E and
not(E) must be a state of position; suppose without loss of generality that it
is E·
This means, by (TllP), that E must hold throughout!, so there is no
intermingling.
Intermingling in the neighbourhood of a point, however, is not ruled out.
If we wish to rule it out, we must introduce a new axiom for this purpose.
In
fact two new axioms are required, one to rule out intermingling immediately
before an instant, and another to rule out intermingling immediately after an
instant. The following pair would do:
(V!)[STARTS(!,!)=>HOLDS-IN(£,!)] => (f!)[STARTS(!,!)&HOLDS-ON(£,!)]
(V!)[FINISHES(!,!)= >HOLDS-IN(£,!)] => (f!)[FINISHES(!,!)&HOLDS-ON(£,!)]
which can be transformed, by means of the definition of not(£), into

and

respectively.
It thus appears that intermingling can easily be ruled out in
our system, if that is what is desired.

5. PROCESSES AND EVENTS
In addition to properties, Allen goes on to talk about occurrences, which he
Let us see if we can accommodate these
subdivides into processes and events.
items into our modification of Allen's system.
I shall begin with events.
5.1 EVENTS
Whereas properties hold at times, events occur; so Allen introduces a
predicate OCCUR, with the intended meaning that the sentence OCCUR(~,!) is
true so long as Tis the unique interval over which the event E happened.
An
immediate objection to this is that it requires that all eve~ts take time;
there can be no instantaneous events in Allen's system.
But in reality,
instantaneous events do occur, paradigmatic examples being the event of
something's starting to move, and the event of its coming to rest.
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Suppose, for instance, that Sand Tare two contiguous intervals, such
that some body! is in motion thro~ghout-~ and at rest throughout!, so that
we have
MEETS(~,!) & H0LDS-0N(moving(!),~) & H0LDS-0N(not(moving(!)),!).
Then clearly X comes to rest in the interval J0IN(S,T), but there is no
subinterval U of this JOIN(~,!) such that this event takes up the whole of U.
In fact, if we denote the event bye, we cannot represent its occurrence by
means of a sentence of the form OCCUR(~,Q).
I propose that just as we used three different predicates HOLDS-AT,
HOLDS-ON, and HOLDS-IN where Allen uses only the single predicate HOLDS, we
should similarly replace Allen's OCCUR by three predicates OCCURS-AT, 0CCURS0N , and OCCURS- IN. The first of these is for locating an instantaneous (i.e.
punctual) event at the instant at which it occurs, the second for locating an
event which takes time (a durative event) on the interval over which it occurs
(so our OCCURS-ON corresponds to Allen's OCCUR), and the third is for locating
any event, whether punctual or durative, in an interval within which it
occurs .
So in the example we have just given, we can say both 0CCURSAT ( e,S*T), (where S*T is the instant at which S meets T), and 0CCURSIN(i,JOIN(~,!)) , but- w; cannot report this fact at all using OCCURS-ON.
As an example of a durative event, consider the motion of a body! from
one place fl to another place f2, such as is given by the following formula:
MEETS(~,!) & MEETS(T,U) & H0LDS-0N(at(X,Pl),S) & ~HoLDS-IN(at(X,Pl),T) &
~HoLDs=IN(at(!,f2),!) & HOLDS-ON(at(!,~2),Q).
- Given this sequence of states, if we use e to represent the event of X's
moving from Pl to P2, then we can say both OCCURS-ON(~,!) and OCCURSIN(~,JOIN(~,!,Q)), but we cannot report the occurrence of this event using
OCCURS-AT .
Some obv i ous axioms for occurrence are
(01)
(02)
(03)

0CCURS-0N(e,S) & IN(S,T) => 0CCURS-IN(e,T)
OCCURS-ON(e~T) & IN(S~T) => ~ocCURS-ON(;,S)
OCCURS-AT(e~I) & WITHIN(I,T) => OCCURS-IN(;,T)
OCCURS-IN(i,~) & IN(~,!)-= > OCCURS-IN(~,!)Note that my (02) is the same as Allen's (01),
with his OCCURS. If e is durative, we have

if we identify

(04)

my

OCCURS-ON
(0SD)

while if e is punctual we have rather
OCCURS- IN(~ ,!) => (fi) [WITHIN(i,!) & 0CCURS-AT(~,i)J

(0SP)

Taken together, (01) and (0SD) give rise to the equivalence
(Tl6D)
which is valid for durative events, while (03) and (0SP) give
OCCURS-IN(~,!) <=> (fi)[WITHIN(i,!) & 0CCURS-AT(~,i)J
valid

for punctual events .

(Tl6P)

Note also that (03) can be derived as a theorem,
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the derivation proceeding separately for durative events (using
punctual events (using (T02)).

(TO!))

and

All this suggests that we could begin with OCCURS-ON and OCCURS-AT, and
define OCCURS-IN in terms of them.
In fact, since the treatment of OCCURS-IN
has to differ according as the event it is applied to is punctual or durative,
there would be something to be said for splitting it into two new predicates,
OCCURS-IN for durative events and OCCURS-WITHIN for punctual ones.
I shall
not adopt this procedure here.

5.2 PROCESSES
Now what about processes? Allen suggests as examples the processes denoted by
the sentences "I am running" and "I am walking".
Why does Allen not regard
these as a properties? He says:
Processes fall between events and properties.
To see this,
consider the process "I am walking" over interval I.
Unlike
events, this process may also be occurring over
subintervals
of I.
Unlike properties, however, it is not
the case that
the process must be occurring over all
subintervals of I.
For example, if I am walking over
interval!, then I am
walking over the first half off;
however, there may be some
subintervals of I where I paused
for a brief rest.
(Allen [ 1], p.132)
This argument, or ones like it, occur over and over again in the literature; I
must confess that I have never really understood such arguments.
Suppose that
I am walking throughout 1 and throughout Q, with a 'brief rest' taking up the
interval!, where S meets T and T meets U. Now does this brief rest count as
a time of my walking or of my not walking? Well, it depends precisely how you
mean 'walking' to be understood. There are narrower and broader senses:
in ·a
narrow sense, I am not walking during T, and in this narrow sense it is not
the case that I am walking throughout JOIN(S,T,U) either; in a broader sense,
though, I am walking during T, and it is only in this broader sense that I am
walking throughout JOIN(S,T,U).
In whatever sense 'walking' is taken, if I am
walking throughout JOIN(S~T~U) then in that sense I am walking throughout T.
Thus (T2) holds, and ' I - ~m walking'~ports a property.
For further
discussion of narrower and broader senses, see Galton [2], pp.85, 129ff.

5.3 ANALYSIS OF PROGRESSIVE SENTENCES
In our revision of Allen's system, then,
there is no place for processes.
This leaves me with the task of explaining how to analyse sentences which
report events with the verb in the progressive, like Allen's example "The ball
was falling to the table". Allen's method here is to treat the event given by
"The ball fell to the table" as if it were a process;
formally,
instead of
putting
OCCUR(FALL(ball,~,table),!)
(where ~ denotes an unspecified initial position from which the ball fell),
which says that the ball fell to the table over the interval!, he puts
OCCURRING(FALL(ball,~,table),!)
in order to say that the ball was falling to the table over that interval
(without necessarily getting there). Here OCCURRING is the predicate used for
processes just as HOLDS and OCCUR are used for properties and events
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respectively.
The use of OCCURRING with an argument that would normally
denote an event forces us to reinterpret that argument as denoting a process,
namely the process which constitutes the occurrence of the event.
This
phenomenon has been called 'coercion' by Mark Steedman.
In my system, it would perhaps be possible to do something similar, while
taking into account the assimilation of processes to properties. The required
formula in Allen's example would be
HOLDS-ON(FALL(ball,~,table),!).
In the same way, I could put
HOLDS-AT(FALL(ball,~,table),f)
to say
tab le .

that at the instant I the ball was in the process of falling

to

the

An alternative method, which I favour,
is to make the conversion from
event to property explicit by means of a progressive operator PROG which when
applied to a durative event converts it into the property which consists of
that event's being in progress.
So the properties expressed by "The ball is
falling to the table" and "John is walking to the station" would be expressed
in the form PROG(e), where e represents the event "The ball falls to the
table" in the one ca;e, and "John walks to the station" in the other. We need
only add the further stipulations that all properties of the form PROG(~) must
be states of motion rather than states of position, and that one cannot
meaningfully apply PROG to punctual events.
We do not, after all, want it to
be possible for a durative event to be in progress only for an isolated
instant, and as for punctual events, we do not want to speak of them being in
progress at a l l .

6. CONCLUSION
In this paper I have proposed a series of revisions to Allen's theory of time
and action.
These revisions seemed to me to be necessary in order to
accommodate the possibility of representing facts concerned with continuous
change , for which Allen's system is as it stands unsuitable.

The
pr i ncipal revision is to diversify the temporal ontology by
introducing instants as well as intervals. These new instants are not related
to inte r vals either as parts to wholes or as members to sets, but in a simpler
way that reflects in a modern context Aristotle's theory of time.
Another
innovation was to introduce a distinction between two kinds of property,
called States of Position and States of Motion, which differ with respect to
the log i c of their temporal incidence.
As a consequence of these revisions, it was necessary also to diversify
the range of predicates locating things in time:
both HOLDS and OCCUR are
split into three new predicates HOLDS-ON, HOLDS-IN, HOLDS-AT and OCCURS-ON,
OCCURS-IN, and OCCURS- AT,
the last-mentioned predicate making it possible to
represent instantaneous events, which cannot be done in Allen's system.
Finally , I argued that i t was unnecessary to introduce a category of processes
in addition to properties and events.
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As far as I can see, there is nothing that can be done in Allen's system
that cannot be done in the revised version, and the latter has the advantage
over the former of making it possible to reason about both continuous change
and instantaneous events, both of which, I believe, ought to be accountable
for in any general theory of temporal phenomena.
I should like to stress,
though, that despite the apparent severity of my revisions, the system I have
proposed remains very close in spirit to Allen's.

APPENDIX:

PROOFS OF THE THEOREMS

(Tl) HOLDS-IN(f,!) & IN(~, .! )=> HOLDS-IN(£,!).
Suppose (a) HOLDS-IN(2,1), and (b) IN(1,J). Then by (a) and (Dl) there is an
instant I such that (c) WITHIN(I,S) and (d) HOLDS-AT(p,l).
By (Il), (b), and
(c), we have (e) WITHIN(l,!), whi~h by (Dl) and (d) gives us HOLDS-IN(£,!).
(T2) HOLDS-0N(2,!) & IN(~,!)=> HOLDS-ON(£,~).
Suppose (a) HOLDS-ON(£,!), and (b) IN(1,J). Let 1 be any instant in~. so we
have (c) WITHIN(I,S) . By (b), (c) and (Il), we have (d) WITHIN(I,T). By (a),
(d) and (D2), HOLDS-AT(2,l). This holds for every 1 in 1, so by (D2), HOLDSON(2,~).
(T3) HOLDS-ON(2,!) => HOLDS-IN(£,!).
Suppose (a) HOLDS-0N(2,I).
By (12), there is an instant I such that
(b) WITHIN(I,T), and by (a), (b), and (D2) we have (c) HOLDS-AT(£:!). Finally,
from (b) , (~)-and (Dl) we deduce HOLDS-IN(2,!).
(T4) H0LDS-ON(2,I) => (V!)[IN(!,!) => HOLDS-IN(£,!)].
Suppose (a) HOLDS-ON(2,!), and let 1 be any interval.
Suppose (b) IN(~,I).
Then by (a), (b) and (T2), we have (c) HOLDS-ON(2,~) . . From (c) and (T3), we
have (d) HOLDS-IN(2,1).
The inference from (b) to (d) holds for any interval
1, so we have (V!)[IN(!,!) => HOLDS- IN(£,!)].
(TS) (f!)[IN(!,!) & HOLDS-ON(£,!)] => HOLDS-IN(£,!).
Suppose (a) IN(!,!) and (b) H0LDS-ON(2,!).
By (b) and (T3),
HOLDS- IN(£,!), and by (a), (c) and (Tl), HOLDS-IN(£,!).

we

have

(c)

(T6) HOLDS- AT(2,l) => (V!)[WITHIN(l,!) => HOLDS-IN(£,!)].
Suppose (a) HOLDS- AT(£,1),
and let T be any interval.
Suppose (b)
WITHIN(I,T) . By (a), (b), and (Dl), we have (c) HOLDS-IN(£,!). The inference
from (b)- to (c) holds for any i nterval!, so we have (V!)[WITHIN(I,!) =>
HOLDS- IN(£,!) ].
(T7) (ft)[WITHIN(I,t) & HOLDS- ON(2,!)] => HOLDS-AT(£,1).
Suppose - (a) WITHIN(I,T) and (b) HOLDS-ON(2,!).
Then by (a),
HOLDS- AT(2, l ) .
- (T8) HOLDS- IN(not(E) ,!) <=> ~HOLDS-ON(2,!).
We have the following chain of equivalences:
HOLDS- IN(not(2),!) <=> (fi) [WITHIN(i,T) & HOLDS-AT(not(2),i)]
<=> <+I)[WITHIN<I,I) & ~HoLDS-AT(£,i)J
<=> ~cvi)[WITHIN(i,!) => HOLDS-AT(£,i)]
<=> ~HOLDS-ON(£,!)

(b) and

(Dl),

(by ( Dl))
(by ( D3))
(by (D2))

(T9) HOLDS-ON(not(2) ,!) <=> ~HOLDS-IN(£,!).
This is proved by an exact l y analogous argument to that used in proving (T8).
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(TIO) HOLDS-AT(not(not(2)),!) <=> HOLDS-AT(£,!).
We have a chain of equivalences:
HOLDS-AT(not(not(2)),!) <=> ~HOLDS-AT(not(£),!)
<=> ~~HOLDS-AT(2,!)
<=> HOLDS-AT(£,!).

(by (D3))
(by (D3))

(TllP) (V!)[IN(!,!) => HOLDS-IN(£,!)] => HOLDS-ON(£,!).
Suppose (a) (V!)[IN(!,!) => HOLDS-IN(2,!)] , and let! be any instant. Suppose
(b) WITHIN (!,!).
Let~ be any interval, and suppose (c) WITHIN(!,~).
By
(b), (c), and (13), there is an interval U such that (d) IN(U,T) and (e)
IN(U,S).
By (a) and (d), we have (f) HOLDs=rN(£,U). By (e), {fT, and (Tl),
we -have (g) HOLDS-IN(p,S).
The inference from Tc) to (g) holds for any
interval~. so by (SP) we have (h) HOLDS-AT(£,!). Finally, the inference from
(b) to (h) holds for any!, so by (D2) we have HOLDS-ON(£,!).
(Tl2P) HOLDS-ON(£,!) & LIMITS(!,!)=> HOLDS-AT(£,l).
Suppose (a) HOLDS-ON(£,!) and (b) LIMITS(!,!), and let~ be any interval•
Suppose (c) WITHIN(!,~).
Then from (b), (c) and (14), there is an interval Q
such that (d) IN(U,S) and (e) IN(U,T).
From (a), (e), and (T2), we infer (f)
HOLDS-ON(2,Q), wh;n~e, by (T3), w; have (g) HOLDS-IN(£,Q). But from (d), (g),
and (Tl), we have (h) HOLDS-IN(£,~). The inference from (c) to (h) holds for
any interval~. so by (SP) we have HOLDS-AT(£,!).
(T13P) HOLDS-AT(not(£),!) => (f!)[WITHIN(!,!) & HOLDS-ON(not(£),!)].
Suppose (a) HOLDS-AT(not(2),!).
Then by (a) and (D3), we have (b) ~HOLDS~
AT(£,!) .
From (b) and (SP) we infer that there must be an interval T such
that (c) WITHIN(!,!) and (d) ~HOLDS-IN(2,!).
From (d) and (T9) we have (e)
HOLDS-ON(not(£),!); the conjunction of (c) and (e) gives us the required
resul t.
(TllM) HOLDS- IN(£,!)= > (f!)[IN(!,!) & HOLDS-ON(£,!)].
Suppose (a) HOLDS-IN(2,!).
By (a) and (DlJ, there is an instant I such that
(b) WITHIN(!,!), and (c) HOLDS-AT(£,!).
From (c) and (SM), there is an
interval~ such that (d) WITHIN(!,~) and (e) HOLDS-ON(£,~).
By (b), (d) and
(13), there is an interval U such that (f) IN(U,T) and (g) IN(U,S).
By (e),
(g) and (T2), we have (h) HOLDS- ON(2,Q). The c~njunction of (f) ~nd (h) gives
us the required result.
(Tl2M) HOLDS- AT(2,!) & LIMITS(! ,!)=> HOLDS-IN(£,!).
Suppose (a) HOLDS-AT(£,!), and (b) LIMITS(!,!). By (a) and (SM), there is an
interva l ~ such that (c) WITHIN(!,~) and (d) HOLDS-ON(£,~).
By (b), (c) and
(14), there is an interval U such that (e) IN(U,S) and (f) IN(U,T).
By (d),
(e) and (T2), we have (g) HOLDS-ON(2,Q), whence~ by (T3), we dedu~e (h) HOLDSIN(£,Q). Finally, from (f) , (h), and (Tl), we have HOLDS-IN(£,!).
(Tl3M) (V!)[WITHIN(!,!) => HOLDS-IN(not(£),!)] => HOLDS-AT(not(£),l).
Suppose (a) (V!)[WITHIN(!,!) => HOLDS-IN(not(2),!)], and let T be any
interval.
Suppose (b) WITHIN(I,T).
Then by (a) and (b) we have HOLDSIN(not(2),!) , which by (T8) is -equivalent to (c) ~HOLDS-ON(£,!).
The
inference from (b) to (c) is general, so we have
(V!)[WITHIN(!,!) => ~HOLDS-ON(£,!)]
which is straightforwardly equivalent to
(d) ~(t!)[WITHIN(!,!) & HOLDS-ON(£,!)].
By (d) and (SM), we have (e) ~HOLDS-AT(2,!), which by (D3) is equivalent to
HOLDS-AT(not(2),!), as required.
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